COMBO MASK  NEW

Mask + Snorkel
(HD 17037 CMB)

MASK
- GOPRO mount included. Easily attached your camera to the mask.
- SUPER CLEAR LENS provide better vision.
- TEMPERED GLASS meets all ANSI standards.
- SILICONE FACIAL SKIRT & STRAP for tight seal and soft fit.
- EASY-ADJUST STRAP with quick side release buttons.
- FLEXIBLE HINGE for extra comfort.

SNORKEL
- PURGE VALVE for easy clearing of excess water in snorkel.
- SENSITIVE DRY TOP seals to prevent water from entering.
- QUICK RELEASE MASK STRAP CLIP on tracking system to easily adjust up and down.
- FULL SILICONE MOUTHPIECE reduces jaw fatigue.
- PRE-BENT FLEX SECTION for comfort

SIZE:
- **S** for kids.
- **M** for women with smaller narrower faces.
- **L** for adult men along with some women and teenagers.

COLORS:

MOUTHPIECE SILICONE  MOUTHPIECE PVC  MASK STRAP SILICONE

Colors: **Black**  **Clear**

Tel.: 021 - 2902 7777  www.PusatDiving.com  @PusatDiving
COMBO SNORKLING
Mask + Snorkel + Fins
(HD 18070 SET)

MASK
• FOUR WINDOWS DESIGN provides wide field-of-view, the side lenses allow ambient light to brighten the view of user.
• TEMPERED GLASS meets all ANSI standards.
• SILICONE FACIAL SKIRT & STRAP for tight seal and soft fit.
• EASY-ADJUST STRAP with quick side release buttons.
• FLEXIBLE HINGE for extra comfort.

SNORKEL
• PURGE VALVE for easy clearing of excess water in snorkel.
• SENSITIVE DRY TOP seals to prevent water from entering.
• QUICK RELEASE MASK STRAP CLIP on tracking system to easily adjust up and down.
• FULL SILICONE MOUTHPIECE reduces jaw fatigue.
• PRE-BENT FLEX SECTION for comfort

FINS
• BOTTOM DRAIN HOLE to prevent water retention.
• HIGH EFFICIENCY WATER CHANNELS to maximize thrust.
• RIBBING SYSTEM designed for flexibility and longevity.
• NON-SLIP foot pocket pattern.
• SOFT RUBBER foot pocket to maximize comfort.
• QUICK RELEASE STRAP buckles to easily remove the fin.

COLORS:

SIZE:
• (S/M) 4.5-8.5
  (women 6-9.5)
• (L/XL) 9-13
  (women 10-14)

INCLUDED:

MESH BAG